Inner Core Differential Motion Confirmed by Earthquake Waveform Doubles
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We analyzed 18 high-quality waveform doubles with time separations of up to 35 years in the South Sandwich Islands region, for which the seismic signals have traversed the inner core as PKP(DF). The doubles show a consistent temporal change of travel times at up to 58 stations in and near Alaska, and they show a dissimilarity of PKP(DF) coda. Using waveform doubles avoids artifacts of earthquake mislocations and contamination from small-scale heterogeneities. Our results confirm that Earth’s inner core is rotating faster than the mantle and crust at about 0.3° to 0.5° per year.

The Earth’s inner core plays an important role in the geodynamo that generates the Earth’s magnetic field, and an electromagnetic torque from the geodynamo is expected to drive the inner core to rotate relative to the mantle and crust (1–3). Song and Richards (4) analyzed seismic waves traversing the Earth’s fluid and solid cores and reported evidence for a differential inner core rotation. They found that differential travel times between the BC and DF branches of PKP waves (Fig. 1) along the pathway from earthquakes in the South Sandwich Islands (SSI) to a seismic station at College, Alaska (COL), increased systematically by about 0.3 s from 1967 to 1995. The temporal change was interpreted first as a change of the orientation of the fast axis of the inner core anisotropy (4), but later and preferably as a shift of lateral velocity gradient in the inner core (5–6) caused by the inner core rotation. Subsequent studies have provided further support (5–15), and most estimates of the rotation rate are a few tenths of a degree per year faster than the rotation of the Earth (a super-rotation). However, some studies have failed to resolve a nonzero rotation (16, 17), and claims of a travel-time change have been challenged as artifacts (18–21).

Waveform doubles can potentially provide much stronger evidence of temporal change by avoiding artifacts of event mislocation and contamination from heterogeneities (Fig. 1, B and C). A waveform doublet is a pair of earthquakes occurring at essentially the same spatial position, as evidenced by their highly similar waveforms at each station recording both events (22). Such ideal waveform doubles are commonly found among small earthquakes (22, 23) but are rare for earthquakes large enough to generate PKP signals clearly. The high similarity of BC and AB signals in our doubles is due to propagation paths outside the inner core that sample the same heterogeneities. Observed differences in DF give information on changes in the inner core.

Poupinet et al. (20) developed a method to use pairs of SSI earthquakes to detect inner core rotation, but the earthquake pairs they used were not waveform doubles (24). Li and Richards (12) reported a waveform doublet in the SSI region (one event in 1987 and the other in 1995), which had clear but weak DF signals at the station COL, showing a time shift of 0.10 to 0.15 s in DF over 8.5 years. Here, we report observations of 17 additional waveform doubles in the SSI region separated by up to 35 years and detected at up to 58 stations (fig. S1). These doubles show systematic changes in DF travel times and coda waveforms, providing strong support for differential inner core rotation.

Waveforms of all the 18 doubles are shown in Fig. 2 and figs. S2 to S6, which are derived from 30 earthquakes that occurred from 1961 to 2004 (tables S1 and S2) (25). The BC and AB waveforms of these event pairs at COL and Beaver Creek array stations (BC01 and BC04) are highly similar (Fig. 2A), with cross-correlation coefficients of 0.79 to 0.99 (table
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Such waveform similarity allows us to measure relative time shifts with high precision. We measured the relative time shifts of the three phases (i.e., DF with DF, BC with BC, and AB with AB) by time-domain waveform cross correlation. The difference in differential BC - DF times, \(d(BC - DF)\), and the difference in differential AB - BC times, \(d(AB - BC)\), are then derived from the relative shifts of the three phases (table S2). The \(d(AB - BC)\) value of each event pair varies from 0.0 to 0.09 s, indicating a difference in epicentral distance of less than 5.5 km (from a standard reference Earth model). Additional stations show similarity of waveforms for 16 of the 18 pairs (fig. S6 and table S2).

When signals from these high-quality waveform doublets are aligned on the BC phase, the DF phases for event pairs with time separation of less than 4 years overlap with each other well; however, the DF phase of the later event arrives consistently earlier than that of the earlier event for doublets separated by more than 4 years, and the DF phase is seen to arrive progressively earlier as the time separation increases (Fig. 2B). Also, the waveforms of the DF coda become dissimilar when the time separation is larger than 7 to 10 years.

The best recorded example is doublet 93 and 03 (1 December 1993, body wave magnitude \(m_b\) 5.5; and 6 September 2003, \(m_b\) 5.6) (Fig. 1 and figs. S4 and S5). We obtained waveform records for both events at 102 stations distributed over a large range of distances and azimuths. The cross-correlation coefficient is higher than 0.9 for short-period waveforms and azimuths. The cross-correlation coefficient shows the two events are within 1 km horizontally and about 100 m vertically (fig. S7) (25). Among the 102 stations, 58 of those in and near Alaska (fig. S1 and table S3) recorded clear DF signals. The DF amplitudes are particularly strong at Beaver Creek array (fig. S4). The directly observed values of \(d(BC - DF)\) are positive for all the 58 stations, which is strong evidence for change in the inner core occurring somewhere along the paths shown in Fig. 3. The doublet was recorded by four arrays at a total of 35 stations (table S3), which can be used to estimate empirically the effect of small mislocation on \(d(BC - DF)\) times (fig. S8) (25). Our analysis using Eileson array data shows that the effect of plausible mislocation of ~1 km is far too small (about 0.013 s) to cause the observed \(d(BC - DF)\) of about 0.1 s (Fig. 3B and table S3). If we use a reference Earth model, the effect is even smaller.

The change in \(d(BC - DF)\) between time \(T + \Delta T\) and time \(T\) can be expressed to first order as \(d(BC - DF) = \frac{\Delta \omega}{\omega} I_n\), where \(\Delta \omega / \omega\) is the fractional inner core velocity change over the time period \(\Delta T\) averaged along the ray path in the inner core, and \(I_n\) and \(V_n\) are the travel time and velocity in the inner core for a reference Earth model, respectively. The fractional change in inner core velocity, \(\Delta \omega / \omega = d(BC - DF)/d(BC - DF)\), inferred from the doublets that are separated by more than 4 years is \(0.089 \pm 0.031\%\) (SD) over 10 years (Fig. 3B). The temporal change in inner core velocity is about three times the standard deviation and is thus significantly different from zero.

Among the doublets we discovered (Fig. 2) are two sets of earthquake triplets, which provide another powerful display of systematic travel time change (fig. S3). One set (triplet t1) is separated by less than 2 years; the other set (triplet t2) by 10 to 33 years. Triplet t2 includes the best recorded doublet (93 and 03) and another SSI event in 1970. The similarity of P waveforms at stations San Juan, Puerto Rico (SJR) and Scott Base, Antarctica (SBA), which recorded all three events, confirms that the three events indeed occurred at the same location or nearby locations (fig. S3E). The DF arrival times agree well with each other in each pair of the triplet t1, but the DF of the later event in pairs of triplet t2 is early by 0.11, 0.24, and 0.34 s, respectively, as the time separation increases from 10, to 24, and to 33 years.

Most of our doublets were recorded at COL with clear DF phase (Fig. 2). Our discovery of the doublets with large time separation makes it possible to observe large time shifts in the BC - DF differential time, and the numerous doublets make it possible to characterize the uncertainty of the inferred temporal change. Figure 4 shows consistent increase of our measured \(d(BC - DF)\) values at COL with time separation. The data show very small scatter, tightly constraining estimates of the rate of the temporal change (table S4). Assuming each doublet consists of colocated events, our estimate of the temporal change is \(0.0092 \pm 0.0004\) s/year (Fig. 4). Correct-
Fig. 3. Paths within the inner core for doublet events separated by more than 4 years, all of which show a positive time shift. (A) Map view of $DF$ paths projected up to the Earth’s surface, including the $93$ and $03$ doublet, detected by 58 stations; nine additional doublets detected at the College station, Alaska; and two additional doublets detected at the Beaver Creek array. (B) Vertical cross-section $a-b$ showing the $DF$ ray turning radius. Open circles are paths to single stations, filled circles are paths to arrivals in Alaska, and circle size indicates the measured time change $d(BC-DF)$ for each path, normalized to a 10-year separation. $ICB$, inner core boundary.

Temporal change of $BC-DF$ times

Fig. 4. Difference of $BC-DF$ times, $d(BC-DF)$, at station COL as a function of the time separation between the two events of the doublet. The error bar indicates the mean (solid triangle) ± SD of the data binned over a 5-year period. The measured $d(BC-DF)$ value has been normalized by the travel time through the inner core and then multiplied by the travel time through the inner core at the average distance of 151°. The line is the linear regression of the data with zero intercept; the slope is 0.0092 s/year with standard deviation 0.0004 s/year.

Fig. 5. Cross-correlation coefficients of the $BC$ phase (open squares) and the $DF$ phase and its coda (solid circles) for the doublets at station COL, as a function of the time separation between the two events of the doublet. The mean of the $BC$ values is indicated by the dashed line. The $DF$ values seem bimodal and the means of the two groups are indicated by the dotted line segments. The time window used to calculate the $DF$ cross-correlation coefficient (C. C. Coef.) includes the onset of the $DF$ phase and its coda up to the onset of the $BC$ phase.
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Whether rising atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentrations will cause forests to grow faster and store more carbon is an open question. Using free air CO₂ release in combination with a canopy crane, we found an immediate and sustained enhancement of carbon flux through 35-meter-tall temperate forest trees when exposed to elevated CO₂. However, there was no overall stimulation in stem growth and leaf litter production after 4 years. Photosynthetic capacity was not reduced, leaf chemistry changes were minor, and tree species differed in their responses. Although growing vigorously, these trees did not accrete more biomass carbon in stems in response to elevated CO₂, thus challenging projections of growth responses derived from tests with smaller trees.

How forest trees, the largest biomass carbon (C) pool on Earth, will respond to the continued rise in atmospheric CO₂ is unknown (1). Is there a potential for more growth, and perhaps more C storage, as a result of CO₂ fertilization (2)? Are trees in natural forests already carbon saturated, given that CO₂ concentrations have already reached twice the glacial minimum concentration (3)?

Experimental ecology has made important advances in recent years answering such questions, but unlike grass and shrub vegetation, adult forest trees do not fit any conventional test system with elevated CO₂. Free air CO₂ enrichment (FACE) is currently applied to fast-growing plantations (4–7), but to date, tall trees in a natural forest have not been studied because of overwhelming technical difficulties. We solved this problem with a technique called web-FACE (8) that releases pure CO₂ through a fine web of tubes woven into tree canopies with the help of a construction crane (Fig. 1) (9). Here, we present responses of 32- to 35-m-tall trees in a near-natural deciduous forest in Switzerland (9) to a 530 parts per million (ppm) CO₂ atmosphere over 4 years. Given the size and species diversity of the study trees, this project inevitably is tree- and not ecosystem-oriented, in contrast to other FACE projects, which use smaller trees. Because plant responses to CO₂ are species-specific (10, 11), insight from single-species approaches remains limited, no matter how large the test scale. The statistical power of our approach is limited at the species level because of reduced intraspecific replication, but tree-ring analysis helps to account for much of the variation in tree vigor. The ultimate effect of rising CO₂ will remain concealed within our limited time scales, yet knowing the dynamics of tree responses over a number of years helps to estimate the nonlinear, longer-term trends. The project is thus a compromise between realism and precision, given that there is no way to maximize both (12).

Web-FACE uses CO₂ gas with a constant carbon isotope composition (δ¹³C) of −29.7 ± 0.3‰ (mean ± SE of four annual means). Mixture with ambient-air CO₂ (δ¹³C = −8‰) results in a δ¹³C tracer signal in photosynthates that was monitored at ~50 canopy positions with “iso-meters” (small containers planted with a grass using the C₄ photosynthetic pathway), which yielded a 4-year mean of 5.8 ± 0.5‰ ¹³C tissue depletion. Once assimilated by leaves, the signal penetrates the various biomass compartments and allows one to track the fate of carbon. During the first season, leaves accreted 40% (Quer-